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Lead the Marketing Technology team at SHIFT 

Communications.

Responsible for leveraging analytics & data to:

● Provide clear & actionable measurement of 
program performance.

● Regularly inform our integrated strategies.

Integrated Marketing degree from Ithaca 

College.

A BIT ABOUT ME



● The PR measurement challenge(s)

● Overview of metrics + insights GA offers

● Metric Methodology -- mapped to a 

traditional marketing funnel

● Insight hacks -- asking nicely with NLP

● Application 101 -- how does all this make 

me situationally better?

WHAT WE’LL COVER



● Is fundamentally to create awareness and 

build trusted relationships with target 

audiences.

● But isn’t it more…?

PURPOSE OF PR



OUR MEASUREMENT CHALLENGE(S)

From logins to all the tools to access to GA, marketing & insights teams own these 

functions, but are distant from the work itself. 

MARKETING OWNS MEASUREMENT

PR activities that build awareness are difficult to measure, but a critical piece of a 

communications program. Modern CMO’s require hard ROI & business impact. 

WE HAVE A “PROOF” PROBLEM



HAVEN’T WE TRIED THIS?

Coverage volume, impressions, etc. are fine for measuring raw audience size, but not 

to get to the core of how engaged that audience was or how they interacted with us.

WE’VE USED “SOFT” METRICS

We’ve been forced to use other means like Ad Value Equivalence and share of voice -- 

both of which miss the mark for various reasons. 

SORT OF, BUT DATA WAS LIMITED





GA Metrics Overview



FIRST THINGS FIRST:
THE HOUSE MUST BE IN ORDER

Items to Consider:

● Are tracking codes setup properly?

● Are goals active and setup correctly? 

● Do goals represent the actions we 
want people to be taking? 

 



Users

- # of unique users who visited the website

Sessions

- # of sessions initiated by all users (30 min 

of inactivity triggers new session)

New Vs. Returning Users 

- Percentage of new users who have never 

visited the site vs. those returning

Pages/Session

- Avg. number of pages users viewed on the 

website during their session

Acquisition Source

- Method in which the user got to website 

(organic search, direct, referral, etc.)

OVERVIEW OF GA METRICS

Bounce Rate

- Percentage of users who navigate off the site after 

visiting one page (~30% is great)

Duration 

- Average time that users are engaged on site 

consuming content (> 1.5 min is good)



OVERVIEW OF GA METRICS

Goal Completions (conversions)

- The number of times a user completed an important CTA on site (form fill out, sale, etc.)

Attribution Modeling  

- The various ways in which GA can assign value to channel-specific touch points throughout the 

purchase journey. What role does PR play in that path via assisted conversions?



MAPPING GA METRICS TO A TRADITIONAL FUNNEL

MEASUREMENT 
METHODOLOGY

AWARENESS

ENGAGEMENT

ACTION

Branded Search 
New vs. Returning

Direct Traffic 

Conversion Rate
Goal Completions

Attribution

User/Session Data
Duration & Bounce

Referral Traffic
New vs. Returning



AWARENESS
DO MORE PEOPLE KNOW ABOUT US?

Branded Search Traffic: Are more people Googling our brand? 

New vs. Returning: Are we attracting more new users than we 
were prior to our campaigns? 

Direct Traffic: Are more people directly navigating to the site, 
therefore indicating they’re aware?



ENGAGEMENT
WHAT ARE PEOPLE DOING ONCE THEY BECOME AWARE?

User/Session Data: What content is attracting users and 
performing best? How are users getting to the site? (Source)

Duration & Bounce: Are users staying on site longer and visiting 
more pages?

Referral Traffic: Are users clicking through links in our coverage 
to learn more about our brand?

New vs. Returning: Are they coming back to us after we’ve made 
a first impression?



ACTION
WHAT IMPACT IS THIS HAVING ON OUR BOTTOM-LINE?

Goal Completion: Is traffic resulting from our PR efforts converting?

Attribution: How much of our work is contributing to sales?



ATTRIBUTION OVERVIEW

What is it? Modeling to determine the 
value of marketing channels (paid & unpaid).

Why use it? To help articulate the value of 
earned & owned media and its impact on 
the customer journey.

Um, how? Choose a couple models that 
could apply to your client/business. 
Compare results and apply the one that best 
demonstrates ROI for you.



ATTRIBUTION EXAMPLE

Last Click

0%
Email would 

get 100%.

Linear

25%
Each channel 
shares credit.

Position Based

40%
First/last get 

40%, rest is split.



What Questions Do We 
Need Answered?



GA’s ANALYTICS 
INTELLIGENCE

Machine learning algorithm that makes it simple to 

drill down into useful and specific GA data

Can ask questions in plain language through 

integration of natural language processing tech



1. WHAT CONTENT IS 
MOST VALUABLE TO 
OUR AUDIENCE?

METRICS: referral traffic, resulting time on site, 

bounce rate.

INSIGHTS: we know what pubs our message 

resonates most strongly with, and what angles were 

most effective. How do we recreate and amplify?

WHAT TO ASK: “What referrals drove the most 

traffic?” “What channel converted best this month?”



2. HOW MANY NEW 
PEOPLE ARE AWARE 
OF THE BRAND?

METRICS: new vs. returning users, lift in branded  & direct traffic.

INSIGHTS: we can demonstrate lifts in brand awareness 

resulting from our efforts.

WHAT TO ASK: “What percentage of my traffic was from new 

users this month?” “How much direct traffic did we receive in 

2018?”



3. WHAT AUDIENCES 
ARE NATURALLY 
TALKING ABOUT US?

METRICS: top referral sources (not from PR 

efforts)

INSIGHTS: who is naturally mentioning the 

brand & where is the traffic coming from? How 

can we capitalize (e.g. influencer strategy)?



Other Applications of 
GA Data



LEVERAGING GA IN 
CRISIS SITUATIONS

GA’s Real Time reports can show us:

● Where the traffic is coming from 

(geo and source).

● What exact pages users are 

engaging with on site.

How we can leverage? 

● We know what messages audiences 

are exposed and reacting to and can 

proactively combat (on & off site).



USING GA TO IMPROVE 
PITCH PROCESS

● Sort the last 6-12 months of coverage 

by referral traffic;

● Identify verticals, pubs, authors that 

had most impact;

● Perform qualitative analysis of 

headlines, messaging, pitch 

approach, etc.;

● Iterate process and routinely track 

against goals.



Wrapping Up



GA RESOURCES FOR CONTINUED LEARNING

From Google:

● Analytics Academy (certification and in-depth training): 

https://analytics.google.com/analytics/academy/ 

● Demo Account (Google Merch Store): 

https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/6367342#access 

● Analytics Support Hub: https://support.google.com/analytics/?hl=en#topic=3544906 

● Analytics Product Blog: https://www.blog.google/products/marketingplatform/analytics/ 

Third-Party Resources & White-Papers:

● PR-specific GA materials from SHIFT and other industry leaders  

https://analytics.google.com/analytics/academy/
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/6367342#access
https://support.google.com/analytics/?hl=en#topic=3544906
https://www.blog.google/products/marketingplatform/analytics/


FOR NEXT TIME

How can we setup reporting infrastructure that regularly provides us the insights we need and 

translates that data into easy to digest insights for our customers?

CUSTOM REPORTS & GOOGLE DATA STUDIO DASHBOARDS

With subtle adjustments, our PR campaigns can take credit for a number of SEO-related 

outcomes. 

SEARCH CONSOLE, TREND DATA & SEO IMPACT

Using past data to inform PR strategies for the coming year. Ex: using historical Google Trends 

data to predict topical interest in the year ahead and strategically map pitch opportunities.

ADVANCED USE CASES: PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS



Thanks!
Email me @ 

mraven@shiftcomm.com if you:

● Want that list of great 
resources to learn more;

● Have thoughts on future 
sessions / deeper dives;

● Need reporting and/or GA 
infrastructure support.


